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Abstract

The imaging of synchrotron radiation (SR) has been suggested as a technique for providing a continuous,
non-interfering monitor of the beam profile in the Collider rings at the Superconducting Super Collider. A
closer examination has raised questions concerning the applicability of SR imaging in this case because of
the diffraction broadening of the image, the requirements for axial space and location in the lattice, and the
complexity of the system. We hav_ surveyed the known, alternative, minimal interference techniques for
measuring beam size and have evaluated them for possible Collider usage. We conclude that of the
approaches that appear feasible, ali require at least some development for our usage and that the development
of an electron beam probe offers thf. ,)est promise. We recommend that flying wires be used for
cross-checking and calibrating the electron beam probe diagnostic and for luminosity measurements when
the highest accuracy is required, but flying wires should not be used as the primary diagnostic because of their
limited lifetime.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) is designed to produce and maintain a beam collisional
luminosity at the interaction points greater than 1033 cm-2 s-1 at 20 TeV/c. The baseline parametric
requirements necessary to obtain this luminosity include an rms beam spot radius, o, of 5 lxmat the interaction
point. The concept of normalized emittance is used to relate this value to measurements made earlier in the
injector chain and at other places around the Collider. For monoenergetic beams following a stable closed
orbit, the beam sizes in each of the transverse planes and at any two locations are related byj

q

' (Y (Y, o 2 = 02 = EN, (1)H,V 1 H,V 2

where _H,v is the horizontal or vertical lattice beta-function value at the point of measurement, y is the
relativistic parameter, and EN is the normalized emittance. The Collider luminosity goals require a final
baseline normalized emittance of lzt mm-mrad. Since the emittance is expected to grow somewhat through

the injector chain, this is the maximum value that should be measured. Beam size/profile measurements will
', be an important tool for detecting and controlling emittance growth. Table 1lists the expected beam size for a

20 TeV/c beam with this baseline emittance.

TABLE 1. COLLIDER BASELINE BEAM SIZE.

Locatlon _max/_mln Omax/Omln

Interaction point 0.5 m 5 l_m

Secondary focus 60 m/30 m 55 l_m/ 39 p.m
Utility straight 355 m/46 m 129 l_m / 46 t_rn
Utility dogleg 600 m/400 m 173 t_m / 141 l_m,.,

Since the beam is never monoenergetic, the measured beam size will be larger if there is dispersion in the
plane of measurement, i.e.,

Omeas = (02 + 02) 1/2, (2)

where oE= ([3xeN/y)1/2and Ox= D Op/p. For dispersion to produce a <5% increase in the measured beam size it
is necessary that Ox< o_/3. The baseline value of the momentum spread is 5 x 10-5; residual dispersion of
-80 cm in the utility straight or -120 cm in the utility dogleg would be necessary to produce a 5% error. The
dispersion in these regions is expected to be much less than this value; consequently, profile measurements
made here should not be appreciably perturbed by it.

For most of the techniques we have surveyed, measurements where the beam is largest, i.e., in the utility
dogleg, will be the most accurate; unless otherwise noted in our assessments, we will assume that the
measurement will be made there. An absolute measurement of beam radial size, oH,v, with an error <5 % is
desirable. This allows a determination of absolute luminosity good to approximately +10% if the errors in ali
the other factors involved in calculating luminosity are kept small. Changes the size of -1% should be
resolvable in order to observe emittance growth in a time period short compared with the emittance lifetime.I "

The first requirement for any beam size diagnostic for a cyclic accelerator is that it have minimal effect on
_I the beam. This precludes the use of flags or foils and multiwire grids. (Grids may be useful in the transfer
:) " lines.) The flying wire technique, described below, can yield an accurate measurement of beam line-density
, profile but is not a continuous measurement. The large accelerators, for which the flying wire is the main
' profile diagnostic, have expended a great deal of money and effort to develop and build additional diagnostics
' to provide a continuous, non-interfering radial profile monitor. Examples include the attempt to develop a

turn-by-turn beam profile monitor for the Fermilab booster, which should be capable of extracting profiles
every 1.6-2.7 lxs,l and the imaging of synchrotron radiation (SR) on the Tevatron and planned for the Large



Hadron Collider (LHC). The Collider baseline requirements recognize the need for such a diagnostic,
recommending the use of SR imaging in addition to flying wires. 2In the remainder of this document we first
examine the limitations of the flying wire that drive the need for an additional method of profile
measurement, point out the problems faced in using SR imaging on the Collider, and describe the electron
beam probe that we believe offers the best alternative beam size diagnostic. In the Appendix we describe the
remainder of the known techniques that we have surveyed.

A

2.0 BEAM SIZE DIAGNOSTICS

2.1 Flying Wire Scanners

At present the primary profile diagnostic for hadron synchrotrons is the flying wire scanner. 3-1° This
diagnostic, pictorially shown in Figure 1 (from Reference 4), employs a thin fiber or wire that is swept
through the beam while detectors downstream record the radiation induced by beam interaction as a function
of wire position. The scanning system is programmed to give the wire a trapezoidal velocity profile,
accelerating the wire to the desired constant velocity at which it passes through the beam, and stopping the
wire after one transit or "flight." For the Collider the minimum scanning velocity is limited by the allowed
temperature rise of the wire. For a carbon filament bombarded by 2-20 TeV protons, the temperature rise
during one pass through the beam is of the order of

AT = 201/(OwanV) (°C), (3)

where I is the average beam current, v is the wire velocity (m/s) normal to the beam, and Omin(m) is the rms
beam radius along the minor axis, assuming the scan is taken in the direction of the major axis of the beam to
minimize errors. A maximum temperature rise per pass of the order of 3200°C may be allowable as long as the
temperature cools to ambient prior to the next pass. For baseline current and Omin= 141 ttm, a velocity greater
than 3.2 m/s normal to the beam is necessary to keep the single pass temperature rise below the limit. Since the
geometry is such that the wire cuts through the beam at an angle, the required rotational speed of the wire is of
th_ order of 5 m/s. It would be preferable to use a greater wire speed both to reduce the maximum temperature
rise and to reduce the emittance growth and nuclear reactions per scan. Fermi National Accelerator
Laboratory uses systems with speeds of-5 m/s, while CERN has developed a monitor whose 36-ktm filament
has a velocity normal to the beam of 20 m/s (30 m/s rotational speed).

Broadening of the measured profile due to the finite size of the fiber is small. A 36-_tm diameter fiber has an
effective rms radius of 9 _tm, which, when added in quadrature with Oraaxat the utility dogleg, gives a little
more than 0.2% broadening. While 1-1xm resolution has been reported for wires moving at much slower
speeds, no numbers are available for higher speeds. Similar resolution should be possible, however, since the
main error will be due to uncertainty in the wire position, and the time of passage of the wire through the beam
is so short (-22 lxs) that vibrational motion of the wire during that time probably can be ignored.

The interaction between beam and wire can produce beam emittance growth and a radiation load on nearby
magnets, but neither of these appears to be serious in the Collider if the wire is flown intermittently. The
emittance growth from one pass of the wire through the beam can be estimated as follows: the rms scatter
angle is given by 0 =(po/p)(L/Lr) 1/2, where po= 14 MeV/c, p is the beam momentum, and Lr the radiation
length of the material (0.27 m for carbon). The effective thickness of the fiber is L = (ztfd2)/(4v), wherefis the

,.,

frequency of particle rotation, d is the fiber diameter (m), and v is the wire velocity transverse to the
beam (m/s). The growth of the normalized emittance from Coulomb scattering is Aen = 71302/2,where 13is the
lattice beta-function. Table 2 gives the estimated emittance increase per scan of a 36-p,m-diameter carbon
fiber with a scanning velocity of 20 m/s at the utility dogleg where _raax---600 m.
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Figure 1. Pictorial Drawing of Wire Assembly (From Reference 2).

TABLE 2. EMITTANCE INCREASE/SCAN IN COLLIDER.

p (TeV/c) y f (kHz) Acn (m) cn_m) Aen/_n
2 2132 3.44 2E(-11) 1E(--6) 2E(-5)

20 21320 3.44 2E(-12) 1E(--6) 2E(--6)

Obviously the emittance growth per pass will not be the limiting factor in the use of the flying wire in the

Collider as long as it is flown only intermittently. Similar calculations show a problem, however, if the same
diagnostic were used in the Low Energy Booster (LEB). This is shown in Table 3, where we have taken

I]max -- 19 m.

TABLE 3. EMITTANCE INCREASE/SCAN IN LEB.

p (GeV/c) y f(MHz) A_n(m) t_n(m) _en/l_n

1.22 1.64 0.44 1.7E(-7) 6E(-7) 0.28
12 12.8 0.56 1.8E(-8) 6E(T7) 0.03

A thinner wire might be used in the LEB, but experience has shown that this may not be compatible with the

• high velocity, and reliability, already a problem, would probably suffer.

For 72 mA of 20-TEV protons, the estimated number of nuclear interactions induced per scan of a

. 36-1xm-diameter carbon fiber moving at 20 m/s is of the order of 7 x 107. To put this value in perspective, the

expected loss to the scrapers during steady operation is a maximum of 4 x 108 pis.

For each flight of the CERN scanner the wire is subjected to an acceleration greater than 100 g, mechanical

failure is common, and the wire has an average life of only a few thousand flights. For present designs a
broken wire means the diagnostic is lost until the run is stopped. While a slower scanning speed may result in a



larger number of flights between failures, it is likely that the mean time between failures will be such that
flights will have to be limited to an average rate of the order of a few per hour to guarantee availability
throughout a Collider run. Options to increase this rate would involve redundancy, the development of remote
wire replacement systems, and extending the wire lifetime, lt is probably not practicable to consider using
redundancy to increase the availability by a large amount, considering the cost and space required. The
capability to change a broken wire remotely is not available at present and would require development. Since
the wire mounting systems are in a rather mature stage of development, a large gain in wire lifetime is not to be
expected. A suggestion to allow multirotations of the wire to avoid the accelerative forces is not an option.
High acceleration would still be required in starting and stopping the wire in order to avoid passage through
the beam at slow speeds unless we propose to run it continuously. In this case, if we assume a rotational speed
of 30 m/s of the wire at the end of a 0.2-m fork, the rotational frequency will be 24 Hz and the beam will be cut
at a rate of 48 Hz. At this rate the wire temperature will rapidly ratchet up to the failure value since it will not
have time to cool completely between passages. Even if it avoided this fate, the nuclear interaction rate will be

almost a factor of ten greater than that due to the steady state scrapers, and emittance growth will amount to
~35%/h.

We believe that flying wire scanners will be needed in the Collider because of their ability to measure
profiles with high accuracy. They should not be used as the primary beam size diagnostic because of their
limited time between failures, but should be used for cross-checking and calibrating other measurements and
when precise measurements are needed to determine luminosity.

2.2 Synchrotron Radiation Imaging

The imaging of synchrotron radiation emitted by an accelerated charge has become a standard diagnostic
for electron synchrotrons, but at present only a few proton accelerators 11-14operate at an energy where the
radiation is detectable. The prospects are good for SR imaging on these accelerators, but diffraction
broadening of the beam image will be a serious problem for the Collider, where the beam radius will be much
smaller.

In designing a SR profile monitor for the Collider ring, we must consider the two sources of light emission
that yield different spectral and angular characteristics. These are the radiation emitted during passage of
ultrarelativistic protons through (1) a normal bending dipole, or (2) the edge of a dipole field, a wiggler, or a
short magnet. 15-19 An ultrarelativistic (y>> 1) charged particle interacting with a transverse magnetic field
emits radiation that is mostly confined in a cone of half angle ~l/y whose axis is tangent to the particle
trajectory. The observer in Figure 2 would see a pulse of light emanating from an arc of length ~2Q/7,
provided the dipole is at least this long. This is case (1) above. The time structure of the pulse received by the
observer can be estimated from the difference between the particle's time of flight across the arc and the time
for a photon to traverse the chord of the arc"

At = (2Q/_yc)(1-13) _ 4_/3c_ ,3. (4)

Assuming a Gaussian shape to the pulse with ot -- At/2, the Fourier transform of the pulse gives a Gaussian
frequency spectrum with critical frequency defined by toc= of = 3c73/2Q. The typical vertical half opening
angle of the SR amplitude for to<< toc is approximately 18 "

ac (llv)(toclo,)'13 (5) .

On the other hand, for case (2) above, at the dipole edge where the field changes with a characteristic length
L<< 2917 (_ << l/y in Figure 2), the fall- or rise-time of the radiation from the same u!trarelativistic particle
leaving or entering the field will be,

x _-(L/c)(1 - 13)= L/2c_, 2, (6)
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Flgure2. ArcVlslbletoSR Observer.

and the spectral bandwidth will extend out to COs= 2_/x = 4_cy2/L. The ratio of COsto COcis

COs/C0c= 8n/3o_y _ 1. (7)

This ability of a magnetic field discontinuity to shift the SR spectrum to shorter wavelengths was first
demonstrated experimentally on the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS). 11

A further useful property of the edge radiation is that the opening angle of the radiation cone is greatly
increased for k>>ks. This characteristic angle is

= (2x/z,) = = (8)

Note that the angle is independent of beam energy as long as the condition .%>>ksis satisfied.

The CERN group has designed its measurement to work in the near u "_,violet(k- 200 nm), near the short
wavelength boundary of the air transmission window, In our assessmer, ue assume that any Collider system
will also work in this wavelength region. Some reduction io diffraction would be obtained by working at
shorter wavelength, but at the expense of having the entire optical path in vacuum and possibly having to use a
special reflecting optics design. For imaging in the visible to be possible over the whole Collider energy
range, it will be necessary to work with the radiation from the edge field of a dipole. (A separate dedicated
short magnet would be of little value since a dipole field would still be required to bend the beam out of the
path of the SR.) While at 20 TeV in the Collider the critical wavelength, 2nc/COc,of the normal dipole SR is
--5 nm, at 2 TeV it is a thousand times longer, in the infrared region of the spectra, and the power emitted will

• be practically nonexistent in the visible and below. For the edge field, however, if we take L ---0.1 m, then at
20 TeV, ks = cx -- 0.1 nm, while at 2 TeV, ks = 10 nra.

, Because of the large Collider radius of curvature, a rather long drift space will be required to separate the
SR from the beam. This means that the source for our imaging must be the upstream edge of an isolated dipole
or the last dipole in a string. A portion of the separation drift space will be through the magnet or magnets and
end spool, but an additional length of unobstructed, enlarged warm beam tube will also be required to ensure
that the SR extraction mirror does not limit the beam aperture. We further require that the beam be large and
dispersion be small at the source. Two possible locations in each ring have been identified that meet these

5



criteria: the entrance edge of the last dipole in the dispersion suppressor at the exit from the arc into the west
utility straight section, and the entrance edge of the upstream dogleg magnet in the west utility straight
section. The more promising location of these is the dogleg bending magnet because the beam size is the
largest (outside of the IR region), dispersion is small, and access is relatively good. A preliminary layout
(Figure 3) suggests that it should be possible to view the entrance edge of the dipole with an extraction mirror
located 27 m from the edge. A mirror located there with 20 mm x 20 mm projected area centered on the
exiting light pattern would not intrude into the beam tube aperture. Because of the wide opening angle of the
edge radiation, the mirror will be filled by the radiation and will act as a limiting aperture, determining the size
of the diffraction pattern from a point source. If we assume that the radiation is uniform across the mirror to
estimate the minimum size of the diffraction pattern, that the focusing element is located close to the mirror,
and that the system has a 1:1 magnification, then we estimate arms radius Od-- 120 lxmfor the intensity of the
diffraction pattern of a point source. The effect of this diffraction broadening is given in Table 4. From Table 4
we see that the worst broadening at this location is of the order of 30%.

Dogleg magnet I _.........-v

_ .....-.I'" _"J" I /-- / 10mm

\\\4, _" _---""" "'--... Extraction mirror

27 m "" "_

]-IP-04604

Figure 3. Extraction of Edge SR from Dogleg Magnet.

TABLE 4. DIFFRACTION BROADENING OF COLLIDER EDGE FIELD SR IMAGE.

E _ o d o H OHI o v OVI

(TEV) (nm) (_m) (_m) (p.m) (_m) (l_m)
2 200 120 547 560 446 462

20 200 120 173 211 141 185

_H = 600 m, 13V= 46_) m
OHI,VI = (OH,V 2 + Od 2) 1/2

For beam energies below approximately 6 TeV, only the edge radiation will contribute to the 200-rim
signal; above that energy the critical wavelength for the normal dipole radiation will be shorter than 200 nm
and will contribute to the image. This contribution will be much brighter than that due to the edge radiation
because of the longer source length and higher average field. In the horizontal direction, the extraction mirror
will remain almost completely filled because of the sweeping of the beam, and it will determine the size of the
horizontal beam image, leaving it practically unchanged from the edge field value. However in the vertical

direction the light cone angle shrinks, the extraction mirror is not filled, and the diffraction broadening is
greatly increased. Adopting the nomenclature of Reference 20, the vertical diffraction broadening in the

6



dipole field is estimated in Table 5. The vertical broadening has grown to about 76% at full beam energy
because of the contribution of the much brighter normal dipole radiation.

TABLE 5. VERTICAL BROADENING OF DIPOLE FIELD SR IMAGE.

E _ 0v O_ OdV OVI
(TEV) (nm) (_m) (rtrad) (l_m) (t_m)

20 200 141 111 204 248

" ov =0.756 (k/2,n0)1/3
Odv= 0.113k/oy

, By comparing SR images with profiles obtained from flying wire measurements it should be possible to
unfold the OdI-l,Vdue to diffraction broadening and to incorporate these values into algorithms for correcting
the images. If we are mainly interested in looking for relative changes in the size of the beam, this may prove
satisfactory; however, to meet the requirement that changes in the radius ov of the order of 1% be resolvable
means that changes of ovi of the order 1/3% must be resolvable. The diagnostic would occupy a lot of
beamline space and would have a rather elaborate optical train to keep in alignment. Figure 4 shows the
system used at the Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) at CERN. Diffraction could be reduced by
imaging at shorter wavelength, but this would require that the optical train and detector be in the beam
vacuum. Such a system would require a research and development effort. Still it could only be used in the
Collider and High Energy Booster (HEB) because of the strong dependence of SR on energy. We believe that
effort might better be expended in development of another diagnostic if it offers promise of simplicity and
usage in more of the accelerator chain.

Focusing spherical mirror (motorized)
Light origin selecting slit

Motorized mirrors
filter

Density filter
Be extraction

mirror Detector: pulsed
intensifier and CCD chip

• TLP-04606

Figure4, SimplifiedSchematicof SRTelescope(LEP).

" 2.3 Alternative Approaches

Table 6 lists the known and proposed alternative beam profile measurement techniques that can give
minimal interference to the beam.



Note that not ali of these methods yield profiles; some are integral measurements yielding moments of the
profile or are nonlinear functions of beam size and charge. Since the rms radius is the parameter commonly
used for tuning accelerators and calculating luminosity, we believe that these options should not be
eliminated from consideration solely because they do not furnish a profile. Ali of these options offer the
possibility of almost continuous monitoring of the beam size. Our survey concludes that only the first four
types in Table 6 hold much promise for use in the Collid 'r. We describe our preferred choice, the electron
beam probe, below while the remainder are relegated to th,' appendix.

TABLE6. MINIMALINTERFERENCEBEAMSIZEDIAGNOSTICS.
....

Type Principle
Electron beam probe Measure deflection of probe beam by primary beam fields

Ionization products " lD or 2D imaging of beam produced ionization of residual'gas or vapor.,,

Excitation light Image light produced by beam excitation of residual gas

Neutral beam probe Measure ionization of narrowly collimated neutral beam probe by primary
beam

,,,

Stripline monitors Beam quadrupole moment from quadrupole mode of wall current,,

Schottkynoise Measurementof incoherentbetatronnoisepower
Comptonscattering Measurescatteringof laserProbephotonsbyprimarybeam
Tim3offlight Measuresmomentumofionizationproducts;maximummomentum

proportionalto maximumfield,inverselyproportionaltobeamsize

2.4 Electron Beam Probe

This diagnostic technique in its original form uses as a probe a low-energy (1-50 keV) electron beam
whose diameter is small compared with the rms radius of the primary beam to be diagnosed. The basic idea is
shown in Figure 5. The probe electrons are deflected as they pass near or through the primary beam, after
which they are collected by a suitable detector. The deflection of the probe electrons depends on the impact
parameter of the two beams, i.e., the minimum separation of the centroids of the two undeflected beams as
well as on the probe beam energy and the charge distribution of the primary beam. Consequently, by
measuring the deflection as a function of impact parameter, one can determine the primary beam parameters.
The electron beam probe method offers the promise of being usable for measuring both radial dimensions and
length of individual bunches and fine structure within the bunch. This approach to measuring beam size and
charge has been used in several experiments, 21-23but has yet to be developed into a practical diagnostic. One
experiment 23demonstrated the ability to respond to the fields of microbunches in an rf electron accelerator,
giving us confidence in being able to measure the much longer Collider bunches. In the other experiments an
electron probe was used to generate profiles of charge distributions in a partially neutralized low-energy
beam.

The length of a Collider proton bunch is much greater than its radius, and the particles are ultrarelativistic;
consequently, any axial components of the fields are negligible when compared with the transverse
components in calculating the trajectory of the probe beam. One can calculate the deflection angle in the limit
that it is small enough that we can use the eikonal approximation. Tests with the computer simulation code

24
ZBEAM, described in the Appendix, indicate that this is a good approximation, but for maximum accuracy
the code should probably be used. In the case where the probe beam passes close to but external to the bunch
charge and the impact parameter is much smaller than the beam tube radius, the deflection angle is
independent both of the magnitude of the impact parameter and of the transverse charge radial distribution. 25 "
This angle, assumed to be small, is given by

0(b) = - sgn(b)0(oo), (9)
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Figure5. SchematicDiagramof the ElectronBeamDiagnostic.

where b is the impact parameter, sgn(b) is the sign function, and

rce2(W + Eo) (10)
O(oo) = W(W/2 + Eo) qL.

Wis the energy of the probe beam, Eois the electron rest energy, e is the charge of the probe electron (esu), and
qL is the number of protons per unit length in the x,y plane of the probe beam. For reference, 0(oo) = 22.8 mrad
for W = 10 keV and qL = 5 X 108/cm.

When the impact parameter is smaller than the beam radius, the deflection angle is given by

0(b) = -0(_) dy dXQL(x,y)sgn(b - x) /qL, (11)

where QL(x,y) is the proton particle density in the x,y plane containing the probe beam and

, fqL = [j dy dxoL(x, y).
(12)

J

The only b-dependent factor on the right hand side of Eq. (11) is sgn(b - x), which appears within the
. x-integrand. Since differentiating the sgn function yields a delta function,

dsgn(b- x) - x), (13)2c5(b

;I
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differetl tiating Eq. (11) with respect to b gives

?

dbd"00= -20(qLoo) / dY_)L(b'y)' (14)
J

-oo

i.e., the derivative of the deflection angle as a function of impact parameter is proportional to the y-integrated
profile of the transverse beam particle distribution and, therefore, is similar to the signal obtained from the
flying wire scanner as b is varied. The electron beam probe can be used as a non-interfering flying wire
scanner and profiles obtained by differentiating the data of deflection angle versus impact parameter. 21,22
When used in this mode the probe beam has a number of potential advantages when compared with the flying °
wire scanner:

• Probe beam is non-perturbing, can be scanned slowly. It allows averaging of 0 vs b over ali
bunches, a selected batch, or a particular bunch.

• Probe beam has no moving parts subject to mechanical failure.

• Probe beam resolution is determined by the detector system; thus it is potentially better
than the flying wire.

Figure 6 illustrates the differences expected in the deflection data for two density profiles with the same
rms radius. If we assume a Gaussian radial bunch profile, Eq. (11 ) reduces to

O(b)/O( oo) = -Eft(b/v/2 Ox), (15)

where
Z

/,

Eft(z) -= (2/v/-_) / dtexp(-t2) = -Erf(-z)
(16)

,/

0

and Erf(oo) = 1.

Figure 6 shows a plot of Eq. (15); the slope at the origin is -0.7978 and the intercept of this slope with
0(b)/0(oo) = -1 is at blOx = 1.2534. Also plotted on the figure is the solution of Eq. (ll) for an axially
symmetric uniform distribution of charge. For this case the slope at the origin is -0.6355 and the intercept is at
b/ox = 1.5736. Experience would lead us to expect that the radial profile will be Gaussian to a good
approximation .26If we can assume that the profile is Gaussian, then the data reduction becomes simpler since
one needs only the slope at the origin and 0(_,). Individual bunches and even bunch fine structure could be
analyzed by using an array of three electron beams--one of which passes external to the bunch charge while

the other two penetrate the bunch with different impact parameters_to determine the first three moments of a
Gaussian distribution in one of the transverse planes. A minimum of five beams would be required to measure
both planes.

Such an array of probe beams could be complex and expensive; of course, only two beams would be
required if one is willing to average over many bunches. However, if one desires the individual bunch
measurement capability, there appears to be another possible approach. The "shadow" pattern produced at the
electron detector plane when a Collider bunch interacts with a low-divergence electron probe beam whose
transverse dimensions are large compared with the bunch diameter can be analyzed to yield the first three "
moments of a Gaussian bunch. Ifa probe electron is launched in a direction parallel to the y axis with an initial
coordinate, x, then using the eikonal approximation, it will strike the detector plane, located at a distance y
from the origin, at a point given by

X = -y0(oo) Erf ((x-e) f2Ox)+ x, (17)
\ - /
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Figure6. DeflectionAnglevs. ImpactParameter,ComparingGaussianDistributionwith Uniform
Dlstribu_lon.

where e is the impact parameter between the probe beam and bunch centroids. Equation (17) can be rewritten
t inthe form

' _ = XlyO(oo) = -Efr (t/vi2) + _t + 8/yO(oo), (18)

where _= ox/yO(_) and t = (x-F.)/OX=b/ox. In Figure 7 we have plotted _ versus t, with _ asa parameter with E
set to zero. As we will see below, this assumption is not necessary but it simplifies our demonstration. (The

-- assumptions of Gaussian profile and zero angular probe beam spread do not appear to be absolutely necessary
to unfold the patterns, but different assumptions would probably require the use of ZBEAM for
interpretation.) The major characteristics of the shadow pattern can be determined by examining a specific
case.

InFigure 8 we map a uniform density probe beam whose diameter is eight times the rms radius of the bunch
to the detector plane for a case where _ = 0.1. At the bottom of the figure the probe current line-density
distribution is shown. The two edges of the beam, -R and R, map to the points)(2 and X3 in the detector plane,
while the electrons with impact parameters b2 and b5 map to the extrema, X1 and)(4. The impact parameter is
double valued between X1 and X2 and between X3 and X4; the currentbetween -R and b3 piles up between X1
and X3; the current between b4 and R piles up between )(3 and X4, while the current between b3 and b4 is

. distributed over the wide range from)(2 toX3. Figure 9 shows the expected relative signal density distribution
at the detector plane for this case. From the rapid variation of signal density the location of X1, X2, X3, and X4
should be easily identifiable, and from these values and the knowledge of the value of the proton bunch to

. detector distance, y, the electron energy, W, and the undeflected probe beam radius, R, one can obtain qL, O,
and e, the impact parameter between the centroids of the two beams in the following manner.

li
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The edges of the probe beam map to the points X2 and X3. For (R-e) >> Ox,

X2 =y0(oo)-R

X3 = -y0(oo) + R

and

yO(oo) = (X2-X3)/2 + R. (19)

Since y and Ware assumed to be known, one can combine Eqs. (19) and (10) to obtain qL.

At X1 and X4, d_dt = O. Differentiating Eq. (18) and equating the result to zero, we obtain

= (2/or) 1/2exp(- t2m/2), (20)

and if _1 = XllyO(o.), _4 = X4/yO(o,), then

_1 = + Err (tm/v/2)---_m +8/yO(oo)

- Efr (tta v/'2) + _tm + 8/yO( oo),
R

from which

= yO(oo)(_l + F,4)/2 = (XI + X4)/2, (21)

and using Eq. (20),

(2/or)l/2tmexp(-t2m/2) - Erf(tm/v/2) + (_1 - _4)/2 "- 0. (22)

Equation (22) can be solved for tta, and Ox found from Eqs. (20) and (19) and the definition oft.
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Time resolution can be obtained by sweeping the probe beam normal to its deflection plane across an
imaging array. Deflection plates would be located on the opposite side of the beam tube from the gun so that
the probe beam orbit through the beam tube is fixed in the absence of interactions. The suggested deflection
geometry would borrow from that designed for the SSCL Linac bunch-shape monitor. 27This deflector uses a
quarter-wavelength parallel-wire transmission line driven by power from the accelerator rf system. In effect
we are creating an oscilloscope whose bandwidth is limited mainly by the interaction time, At = 6 b/v, of a
probe electron with the bunch field. As a bunch length monitor, a single small-diameter beam is required
whose impact parameter is greater than the bunch radius. Phase resolution of less than one degree at 360 MHz
appears possible with this approach. Time resolution of the shadow patterns can also be obtained in the same
manner, although perhaps not as well as with the small-diameter beam. The large-diameter beam can be
focused normal to the deflection plane by biasing the deflection plates, 27thus improving the time resolution.
In Figure 10 we plot the time-resolved shadow pattern expected from the passage of a baseline Collider bunch
(N = 0.75 x 10lo, Ox= 173 _m, ct = 0.2 ns) through a 2-mm-diameter probe beam. Ultimately, interpretation
of the patterns will depend on particle statistics; fortunately, we need to measure the position of rather sharp
signal edges rather than the amplitude of the signals. For time-resolved single bunch shadow measurements, a
well-collimated beam of the order of 1-2 mm in diameter with a current of the order of 0.1-1 mA should be

satisfactory. Sources in this range are commercially available.

The resolution of the measurements of qL, O, and e using the broad beam probe depends on the limits in
determining X2 and X3, with and without the proton bunch, and X1 and X4. Better resolution can most likely
be obtained by fitting the data in the vicinity of XI, X2, X3, and X4 to obtain more accurate values for them.
The resolution will depend on specifics of apparatus design, probe beam characteristics, and choice of
detector array. A modeling and experimental development program will be needed to optimize the design.

We prefer the electron beam probe technique because of its promise for furnishing a non-interfering
measurement of both transverse and longitudinal profiles of individual bunches. The technique has extreme
flexibility, allowing measurements over a wide range of beam parameters. The detector can be located at
some radial distance from the beam tube axis, where the background radiation is somewhat reduced and
where it can be shielded, lt should take up no more axial space than a flying wire measurement, and it should
be usable on most if not ali of the chain of accelerators that make up the SSC. We strongly recommend the
initiation of a development program aimed at producing an electron beam probe diagnostic usable on the SSC
accelerators.
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APPENDIX

ALTERNATE TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED

1. Ionization Products Imaging

The imaging of ionization products produced by interaction of high-energy beam particles with residual
" gas, Al-A3 or with curtains of injected material, A4,A5 has been used for monitoring the beam profile at many

accelerators. In fact, this approach is being taken to obtain beam profiles on a turn-by-turn basis on the
Fermilab Booster. 1A strong electric field oriented normal to the beam path transports the secondary ions to an

' imaging array, where a projection of the radial intensity of ion production is detected. Figure A. 1 illustrates
the geometry.

Residual Gas Emittance Monitor

I ....... [ t_._...._ Detector
] (microchannel plate

_Mk [ ormicrostrips)
1/2B " ""'l't'" 1/2B

_ Bunch""'"'';'"'_"

Beam pipe Grids
TLP-04603

FigureA.I. IonizationProductsImagingGeometry.

For an unbaked vacuum system the residual gas will be a mixture mainly of CO, H20, and N2. Any of these
has a cross section for ionization by ultrarelativistic ions of -2 x 10-18 cm2. A6 The number of ion pairs
produced per centimeter length of beam path per second by the SSC Collider beam is

dN/dt = (I/q)ngtr i ,

where I is the beam current, q is the proton charge in coulombs, ng is the residual gas density in molecules
per cc, and oi the ionization cross section. For a warm tube pressure of 10-.9 torr and a beam current of
0.072 A, we estimate that dNIdt is of the order of 3 x 107 ion pairs/cm/s. In the absence of image spreading, the
peak particle current density on the imaging array will be ,-7 x 101°/cm 2s for a Gaussian distribution with1

• tj = 173 ttm. If we assume collecting strips 50 ttm wide by 1 cm in length, the maximum number of primary
ions per strip per turn will be ~ 1 × 105. The expected fractional statistical fluctuation in this signal is -0.3%. If
better statistics or time resolution is desired, the local pressure could be raised. If the local pressure is raised to

, 10-6 torr, the maximum number of primary ions to the same-sized collector strip will be -6 x 103 per single
bunch, and the expected statistical fluctuation will be ~1%.

Distortion of the image will be caused by the beam space charge; usually this spreading has not been
important because the beams were much larger than those expected in the SSC, and often the images were
used only for qualitative indicators of beam presence. We have used a computer simulation code, ZBEAM, 24
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to model the behavior of primary electrons produced by beam ionization when external electric and magnetic
fields are superimposed on the space charge field of a bunch. The bunch is represented by 2907 line charges
distributed with a two-dimensional Gaussian density distribution. Total charge of the bunch is taken equal to
101°electron charges, the length of the bunch is 10 cm, and to simulate the passage of the bunch, the electrons
move under the influence of the bunch for only the first 0.3 ns after which they drift in the background fields to
the detector plane in about 0.5 ns. The time step is 0.001 ns. The beam direction is along the Z axis; the
external fields directed along the Y axis and electrons launched with various values of X and Y are followed
until they reach the plane Y = 20 mm.

Initial runs with beam Ox= Oy= 50 _tm and external electric field of 10 kV/cm showed spreading of the
electron image much greater than the size of the beam. The use of a strong magnetic field parallel to the
electric field would be expected to greatly reduce the spreading since the ions would be bound to the field
lines. (Magnets for producing such a field have been incorporated in the HERA ionization profile monitors A7
but have not been used. AS) Figure A.2 shows the trajectory of an electron with zero initial velocity at
X = 100 txm, Y = 0 in fields Ey = 10 keV/cm, Br = 1 T plus the bunch field. The electron drifts in the strong
radial potential well of the beam until the bunch field is turned off, after which it spirals out to the Y = 20 mm

plane. The maximum Larmor radius is of the order of 20 _tm,corresponding to a maximum energy component
normal to the external fields of the order of 40 eV. Taking a value of OxB-- 15 p.m for the rms spread along the
X axis, the image of a Ox= 50 _tm beam would have oxl = 52 Ixm, an increase of 4%.

Reducing the electric field to 1kV/cm had little effect on the image spreading in a l-T magnetic field, but
lowering the magnetic field did, as should be expected. We can lower the magnetic field somewhat if we
measure at the utility dogleg location where the beam rms radius is of the order of 150 lxm. If we assume that
the electron will have an energy perpendicular to the magnetic field of the order of 50 eV from a combination
of its initial kinetic energy and the contribution of the beam field, then a field of the order of 0.25 T will keep
the spreading of the image to less than 10%. By comparing the images with profiles obtained from flying wire
measurements, it should be possible to unfold the OxBdue to finite electron orbits and incorporate these values
into algorithms for correcting the images.

Compensating electric and magnetic fields anti-parallel to the detector fields will be required to nullify
th_'ir perturbation of the beam. Since both a vertical and horizontal profile are required, the compensation is
done most efficiently by orienting a magnetic field and an electric field of the proper strengths to cancel the
resultant of the horizontal and vertical fields. If these fields are also used to form an image, beam tomography
will be possible.

The addition of the magnetic field makes this diagnostic a strong competitor for the job of beam profile
monitoring. The rather slow variation of ion pair production with energy means that the diagnostic has
potential for use in ali of the SSC accelerators and transfer lines; the task should be easier at lower energies,
where the beam is larger. The chief drawback of this approach is the complexity introduced by the addition of
the magnetic field. Because of the required magnetic field strength, iron-core electromagnets or permanent
magnets will most likely be required. Detector arrays would have to be mounted on the magnet faces. This
may limit the choice of detectors because of interference with the magnet pole pieces or the associated field.
In addition, the detector will be close to the beam and most likely in a strong radiation field. Although
measurements of individual bunches may be possible, time resolution within the bunch does not seem likely.
A group at INP has proposed building an ionization profile monitor with a 0.2-T field for the SSC LEB.A9 At
the present time this proposal has not been accepted; instead, a residual gas ionization detector without
magnetic field is planned for the LEB. Al°
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Figure A.2. Trajectory of Electron in Beam Plus External Fields.

q

2. Excitation Light Imaging

The imaging of the light produced by excitation of residual gas by the passage of a beam has been used for
radial profile measurements of relatively low-energy beams. All-A13 This technique has the attraction that it
is non-perturbing, the image can be viewed from multiple directions at a single axial position, and the image is
not diffraction-limited.
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We estimate the applicability of this technique to the Collider beam by making the assumption that the
optical excitation probability varies with energy in a similar manner as the ion pair production. An energetic
proton in air loses approximately 95 eV per primary ion pair produced. This energy goes into the ionization
energy, the kinetic energy of the product ion pair, and any photons produced in the process. Most of the energy
can be accounted for in the ionization energy and the kinetic energy; consequently, one would estimate that at
most only a few detectable photons are produced per event. If we assume that the order of one detectable
photon is emitted for each ionization event, then we would estimate a source strength of the order of 5 ×
107 photons/cm.s for the conditions described in the previous section. The disadvantage of this approach
becomes apparent when we compare the efficiency of imaging these photons with that of imaging the
ionization products. In the latter case, the detection efficiency is close to one, while with the former the
combination of the fraction of the photons that can be reasonably be collected by an imaging lense or mirror
(--1%) with the quantum efficiency of the image intensifier photo-cathode (--10%) leads to a detection
efficiency of the order of 0.1%. It will take of the order of a thousand times longer to form an optical image
than to form an image of the ionization products under equivalent conditions. To do even this well would
probably require the use of a lense close to the source and, therefore, in the intense radiation field of the
Collider beam losses. We conclude that this is not an attractive approach for the Collider because of its low
sensitivity.

3. Neutral Beam Probe

The use of a thin (-10 _tm) beam of 10-KeV-energy, cesium-neutral atoms as a probe has been
suggested. A14The ionization of the probe beam by the main beam would be measured as the probe beam is
swept through the main beam. The geometry is shown in Figure A.3.

Collider ring I
Neutral Cs beam vacuum chamber I

10 keV, 10 _tmsize _ I Shielding /Neutral Cs beam

J [-_ "_! .i.l¢'/inl ensity m°nit°r
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FigureA.3. NeutralBeamEmittanceMonitor.

It is possible to extract cesium from a source with a current density of 5 mA/cm 2 so a slit 1 cm long and
10 lxm wide will pass a flux of--3 x 1013ions/s. The angular divergence is limited by the effective temperature
of the source; for cesium hot plate sources, this has been measured to be approximately equal to the plate
temperature, or around 0.1 eV. Therefore the angular divergence of a properly designed 10-keV beam will be
around 3 mrad. If an identical slit is located 10 cm downstream and parallel to the first slit, the passing current
will have an angular spread of about 0.1 mrad and a flux of about 1012 atoms/s, assuming --90% resonant
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charge exchange neutralization in a cesium vapor neutralizer between the slits. The angular spread caused by
the resonant charge exchange event is negligible compared with the 3-mrad natural divergence of the beam.

If the final slit is located 10 cm from the beam axis, it will have a fwhm of ~20 _tm at the beam plane and
will produce negligible spreading of a measured profile. The increase in angular spread of the ions due to the
space charge of the bunch is negligible compared with the initial spread of the incident atoms; consequently,
one expects that a detector could be located at some distance from the target without appreciable loss of
signal. Assuming an ionization cross section of --2 × 10-17 cm 2, a beam sigma of ~50 _tm, and a baselinetl

current of 72 mA, the ionization fraction of the Cs beam will be -6 × 10-5 and the peak count rate can be of the
order of 6 × 107 ions/s. Many radial scans per second would be possible with this counting rate.

The proof of principle of this concept would lie in showing that a beam of the above characteristics can
actually be produced. A technical disadvantage is that scanning requires mechanical motion of the slits,
although only over very small distances, and that the slit must be maintained parallel to the axis of the beam to

within of the order ofa milliradian to avoid image broadening. On the other hand, this diagnostic may be made
less sensitive to beam-induced radiation than most of the others considered because the detector may be
located some distance from the beam tube axis.

Other energetic neutral beams and even supersonic microjets of gas could be used instead of the cesium
beam. The latter approach offers the possibility of both greatly increasing tile magnitude of the signal and
simplifying the measurement when compared with the energetic neutral beams. As with the energetic neutral
beam, the proof of principle for the microjet approach is to demonstrate that probe gas beams with the
necessary parameters can be produced.

While this approach has certain attractions, we have eliminated it from present consideration because the
necessity of mechanical scanning makes fast measurement of individual bunch profiles difficult and the
ability to produce the required beams or jets has yet to be demonstrated.

4. Measurement of Beam Quadrupole Moment

The signals from the four striplines of a two-plane BPM can be combined to measure the quadrupole
moment of the wall current in the beam pipe. This component is a function of the quadrupole moment of the

beam, (Ox2 - Oy2).AlS,Al6 The SLC scheme for the measurement is shown in Figure A.4. Using the notation
of the figure where N,S, T,B are the signals from the four striplines, the expression for the quadrupole moment
is

(N + S) - (T + B) = 2 Y --
q = N + S + T + B a2 + "-'7- + higher order terms ,

where a is the beam tube radius and x,y are the beam centroid positions in the BPM coordinate system"

N-S
X _.._ a

N+S+T+B

T-B
y-_a N+S+T+B

The resolution of the BPM is defined as the minimum change in centroid position that can be detected:

" R=a A
N+S+T+B'
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where A is the smallest signal change that can be detected. Assuming that (Ox2- Oy2) >> (x2 - y2), the
resolution of the Ox measurement is given by

[ aR ] 1/26ax= 2(1-13y/ x) '

and solving for R, the BPM resolution required to measure Oxwith maximum error 8Ox is •

R < 2 602
a(1 - f3y/_x)"

L

'/ , ., T oa

Splitter ].._ S obB oc

. __ _ N od T-B oi
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-- sector
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Figure A.4. Scheme for Measuring Beam Quadrupole Moment.

In the utility straight section, where _l_x = 0.13 and Ox = 129 tamat 20 TeV for baseline conditions, we
require 6Ox < 6 Ixmfor-l-5% error in the Oxmeasurement. This in turn requires a BPM resolution R of 5 nm, an
impossibly difficult requirement.

While the approach outlined in Reference A 17 is somewhat different, relying on the Fourier analysis of the
azimuthal distribution of the wall currents measured by 16 striplines uniformly spaced around the periphery
of the beam tube wall, there is no reason to believe it will be much more sensitive in determining Ox.

5. Schottky Transverse Noise Measurement

The analysis of beam Schottky noise can yield important information about the beam, one item of which is,
in theory, the beam rms radius. Al&Al9 To determine the size one must make an absolute measurement of the
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power in a betatron sideband of the Schottky spectra. Transverse Schottky signals represent the sum of the
incoherent contributions of ali the particles in the beam; for a beam of N particles, the rms power is
proportional to N Ox2. If the noise measurement is made in a frequency range below the single bunch
frequency (--800 MHz) and the particles have any coherent motion, the N-particle signal will be N times that
of a single particle, and the rms coherent power will be proportional to N2x2, where x is the centroid
displacement. In this case for the signal of the coherent displacement of the beam not to mask the incoherent
Schottky noise signal, it is necessary that x < Ox](N') 1/2. For N--- 101° and Ox= 100 _tm, the coherent motion

, must be kept below 1 nm in order to observe the Schottky component. In theory this problem can be bypassed
by measuring in a frequency band much higher than the single-bunch frequency. Measurement of the
incoherent Schottky noise in the Collider appears very difficult, however, and we do not regard this as a
promising approach to follow for beam size measurements.

6. Compton Scattering

A beam size measuring system for ultra-small electron beams utilizing a laser interferometer is now under
construction. A2°Two crossing laser beams form interference fringes that cause spatial periodic modulation in
the total flux of Compton-scattered y-rays. The transverse spot size of the electron beam can be determined
from the modulation depth. Since this is apparently a difficult experiment to do with electrons and the cross
section for Compton scattering offprotons is down by (me/m) 2from the electron value, this approach does not
appear feasible.

7. Time of Flight

This scheme is still under development and is intended to measure the beam dimensions at the focal point
of the Final Focus Test Beam (FFTB) at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. A2l, A22 The goal is to measure a
spot size of about 1 lxmhorizontally, which can be vertically decreased down to 60 nm in a flat beam mode of
operation. The principle of the measurement is based on the transverse kick given to ions by the space charge
of the beam. The ions are produced by ionization of a pulsed gas target at the focus. In the experiment
described, argon ions receive a kick proportional to the electric space-charge field. The maximum velocity of
these ions is proportional to the maximum field, which is inversely proportional to the beam dimensions. The
time of flight for the ions to reach a detector has a minimum value that scales linearly with the radius of a
round beam. For a flat beam, the time of flight is also slightly dependent on the beam aspect ratio. A second
measurement with helium gas will allow one to obtain the aspect ratio and resolve the ambiguity of the first
measurement. The light helium ions are trapped and oscillate in the space-charge field during the passage of
the electron beam pulse. In the case of a flat horizontal beam, the averaged oscillation amplitude is larger in
the horizontal direction than in the vertical one. After passage of the beam the ions are emitted in the
transverse plane with an angular distribution peaked along the horizontal direction. The anisotropy of the
angular distribution will then give the beam aspect ratio.

While this technique may be useful (it still must be tested) for measuring very small beams with low
bunch-repetition rate, the time of flight technique is not useful for Collider beam sizes and bunch-repetition
rates. A simple calculation supports this conclusion. Assuming a beam with a Gaussian radial profile, an ion
formed at radius r will have an average radial momentum kick,

, ( Ne 2 _(1 - exp(- r2/02))
< P > = _2atec] r ,

• where N is the number of beam protons per bunch. This expression has a maximum for r -- 1.58 o, where

< p > max= 0.69 × 10-36(N/o) kg-m/s.

For a 1010 particle bunch with arms radius of 50 _tm, the peak velocity kick given to an ion of mass
number A is of the order of (8 x 104/A) m/s. A hydrogen ion would take a minimum of about 2 lxs to drift to a
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collector 15 cm away; since the bunches are separated by only about 17 ns, the contributions of multiple
bunches will overlap, making a measurement of time of flight impossible.

A measurement of the cutoffofthe momentum spectrum might be possible, however. Earlier we estimated
that for a residual pressure of 10-8 torr in the beam tube we would expect to produce about 5 x l08 ions/cm-s,
of which we might expect to detect of the order of 1%. If we average over ali the bunches in the ring, the
resolution of the average bunch rms radius will be determined by the resolution of the momentum analyzer
used; i.e., Ao/o = -Ap/p, and for 1% resolution in rms value we need a momentum analyzer with 1%
resolution. The sensitivity to aspect ratio should be small, since this ratio at the secondary focus is only -1.4.
This effect can be calibrated out using the flying wires, or two orthogonal analyzers can be used.

In the Collider the secondary ions will be subjected to multiple kicks from successive bunches as they exit
the beam tube. Under the above conditions a hydrogen atom born with the peak velocity will take about
200 ns to reach the beam tube wall, during which time it will experience about 12 additional kicks that will
increase its momentum by -25%. The effect of these multiple kicks on ions originally starting with lesser
velocities and with different masses must be modelled to determine whether this is a practical diagnostic. Its
usage in the lower energy accelerator chain is probably limited because the beam is much larger in radius, the
kick size proportionally smaller, and the contribution of kicks from successive bunches much more
important.
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